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I prostrate to the ultimate expanse of the all-pervasive essence! For fortunate ones to enter
the path, the oral instructions of the vital points are taught. This has two parts: cutting through and
direct crossing.
1. Cutting Through
In same way that all phenomena of appearances and existence are unconfined and
unrestricted, the meaning of their primordially pure essence is uncontrived and primordially free
from exertion. If confident realization in one's mindstream has not been attained, it is meaningless.
It says in the Luminous Expanse:
The dharmas of the vehicles are complete in essence.
The essence is the meaning of all the dharmas.
Without that, words and such become meaningless.
Therefore, the introduction to the meaning of the ground of cutting through, just as it is, is
very important.
1.1. Cutting the Root of Thoughts
From the completely non-established empty essence of the mind, various forms of radiance
arise subtly. Since [the union] of emptiness and luminosity is not understood, one becomes attached
to self-grasping in one's mindstream. Thus one wanders in cyclic existence.
It says in the Liberation of Wearing:
The root of existence is self-grasping itself.
As for cutting the root, underlying all the activities of beings there is other basis besides
body, speech, and mind. Therefore, of this body, speech, and mind which is the one that wanders in
cyclic existence below? What is wished for in wishing for the attainment of Buddhahood above?
What acts as the support for all happiness and suffering? Do body, speech, and mind, act
individually or do they act as a group? By investigating, one will resolve that the root agent is the
mind.
It says in the Luminous Expanse:
There is one sole ground of cyclic existence and beyond.
1.2. Finding the Secret of Mind
If the agent is the mind, then before the ground of mind was divided into cyclic existence
and beyond, what mind wandered in cyclic existence in the beginning? Who makes it? If one
likewise investigates the existence of wandering, one will find that it cannot be found anywhere.
It says is the Garland of Pearls:
In the primordial purity of the beginning itself
Not even the name of confusion exists.
Likewise how could there be non-confusion?
Therefore, confusion is pure from the beginning.
!
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1.3. Investigating Arising, Abiding, and Going
In that way, the secret of the ground is not found. Still, one should investigate the duration
this root of clinging to cyclic existence and beyond. Where does it arise in the outer vessel, inner
contents, outer, inner, upper, or lower body? What is the root born from? Where does it abide now
and where is it likewise based? In the end where does it go? By investigating whether or not it is
obstructed, one will understand that it does not arise from anywhere, it does not abide anywhere,
and it does not go anywhere. One thus will come to understand the meaning of changelessness free
from a root.
It says in the Liberation of Wearing:
Outer and inner conceptual labeling is primordially liberated emptiness.
In that way, one then investigates the consciousness itself that does the investigating and
examining. However, since its nature is not established, not even an atom can be found. By likewise
seeing that the empty nature is also free from a root, self-grasping is liberated in its own place. In
that way, if the root of self-grasping is liberated in its own place, discursive thoughts which are the
root of the existence of a subject and object are also liberated in their own place. For example if the
root of a tree is cut, the leaves on the trunk automatically become dry.
It says in the scriptures:
If one knows that the ground of all is completely pure,
The manifest meaning of the ground is liberated in its own place.
1.4. Introducing Discursive Thoughts as the Mind
These wild thoughts of the self-energy of awareness are called mind. Within the way of the
arising awareness of self-appearances, all gross, subtle, and unidentified thoughts are subsumed.
Furthermore, the vivid awareness and emptiness essence is traceless. It is self-arising and selfliberated. It does not pass beyond the luminous empty essence. It is like waves moving in the ocean
or a breeze moving in the sky.
It says in the Luminous Expanse:
The mental activity from mind is the energy of awareness.
All appearances and consciousness are pure.
There is nothing other than awareness.
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1.5. Introducing the Mind as Emptiness
In that way, the elaborating mind does not exist from the ground up. By likewise
investigating, the essence which is taught also does not have a basis. Even though the examples of
mere luminosity and mere awareness appear, it is without example. It is not truly shown. These so
called words are without a basis. For example, there is nothing whatsoever that can illustrate the
dharmatā of the enlightened mind which is like uncompounded space.
It says in the tantras:
By looking inwards at the agent of stirring,
Unabandoned, it is self-liberated like a breeze.
It says in No Letters:
In the view of self-arisen primordial wisdom
There is no object of analysis.
There is nothing which passed before.
There is nothing that will occur later.
There is nothing that exists now.
There is no karma.
There are no habitual tendencies.
There is no unawareness.
There is no mind.
There is no wisdom.
There is no saṃsāra.
There is no nirvāṇa.
There is not even the existence of awareness itself.
There is nothing which appears as primordial wisdom.
All those arise from the graspless.
1.6. Introducing Emptiness as Appearance
Without existing, appearing energy appears as everything. Pervading everything, it is without
change. It is without limitation and does not fall into partiality. In the essence of the dharmakāya
itself, there is nothing that does not exist and everything can arise.
It says in the tantras:
Unobstructed energy arises as everything.
It is empty luminous awareness and unchanging.
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1.7 Introducing Appearance and Emptiness as Non-Dual
In that way, the existence of causes and conditions of all appearances is not to be found. In
this without action or partiality appearances pervade the expanse of the nature of mind. However,
even though there are appearances, their essence is empty. This is like the [reflection] of planets and
stars in the ocean, which primordially abide as non-dual appearance and emptiness.
It says in Self-Liberation:
The vessel and contents are primordially emptiness.
The ultimate and the relative are endowed with this form.
It says in the Union of the Sun and Moon:
For whoever realizes that all objects of conceptual appearances
Are without any self-nature
Non-dual appearance and emptiness are in that.
1.8. Introducing Non-Duality as Self-Liberated
The awareness of the self-arisen ultimate meaning is self liberated non-dual luminosity and
emptiness. That is the introduction to the realization of the Buddhas. Self-awareness does not have
substance or characteristics. This intangible empty essence is Samantabhadri of the dharmakāya. The
emptiness of emptiness is not [merely] nothing. In its own place there is clarity and lucidity. This is
Samantabhadra of the dharmakāya. By recognizing the primordial wisdom of self-arisen non-dual
luminosity and emptiness in that way, one is liberated into the dharmakāya of self-awareness free
from elaborations. By recognizing the ceaseless energy of awareness one is liberated into the
saṃbhogakāya. By recognizing whatever appears as self-arisen and self-liberated, one is liberated
into the nirmāṇakāya.
It says in Decorated with Jewels:
The complete Buddha is self-awareness.
The essence of the three times is unchanging.
It says in the Reverberation of Sound:
That which is called the liberation of one's mind
Does not pass from one into two.
The mind is not liberated by anyone.
Since there is completion from the ground there is no going or coming.
Nothing is found through investigation. It has no characteristics.
Since the ground has no root, it abides as emptiness and luminosity.
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1.9. Introduction to the Self-Liberation of the Five Poisons
As for the introduction to the display of the primordial wisdom of the self-liberated
discursive thoughts of the five poisons, looking into the mind of the five poisons without
distraction, without abandoning the afflictive emotions, they are self-purified in the state of
primordial wisdom. Thus they are liberated. Ignorance is non-thought. Its essence is emptiness that
is not established whatsoever. Since it does not waver from that, it is self-liberated as the primordial
wisdom of the dharmadhātu. Since anger is clarity, it is self-liberated as mirror-like primordial
wisdom. Since pride is pride over all, it is self-liberated in the luminosity and emptiness of the
primordial wisdom of equanimity. Recognizing desire as unceasing, it is discriminating primordial
wisdom. Thus, it is liberated within bliss and emptiness. Recognizing jealousy as unobstructed, it is
self-liberated as activity-accomplishing primordial wisdom. In that way, all the 84,000 afflictive
emotions, which arise from the five root afflictive emotions, are liberated within self-awareness. By
knowing one of all the 84,000 doors of the dharma, which extend from the five root primordial
wisdoms, one becomes a master of all. By knowing all, one is self-liberated through one.
It says in the Luminous Expanse:
The ground of all saṃsāra and nirvāṇa is unique.
It arises from self-arisen primordial wisdom itself.
That awareness is merely called primordial wisdom.
It also says:
Since various things are the energy of awareness,
They are liberated within the emptiness of awareness.
This is like subjects and a king.
1.10. Introduction to the Self-Liberation of the Collection of the Six [Senses]
Looking at the appearances of the objects and their subject, subtle thoughts, and gross
thoughts subsumed within the collection of the six senses, they have no self-nature. Thus, they are
liberated like a rainbow fading into space. From the one root they unceasingly arise individually.
However, they do not stray from the space-like primordial wisdom of the self-arisen essence.
Stirring is purified in its own place and thus liberated.
It says in the Union of the Sun and Moon:
Whoever realizes that all phenomena of conceptualized appearances
Have no self-nature,
For this person, appearances and emptiness are non-dual.
The collection of the six [senses] unceasingly falls.
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In that way, by looking with no distraction from a state beyond conception and without
expression, one is liberated from all grasping to phenomena. From the beginning one is selfliberated in the ground of primordial purity. In that way, by focusing the intellect on the meaning of
realization, there is no meditation. Through not meditating upon meditation, one is self-liberated
from grasping. Not separating from the meaning of non-meditation is the dharma of confidence.
Since there is one's self-luminous essence, one is not sullied by discursive thoughts. All is selfliberated into the display of great primordial wisdom. The light of great primordial wisdom naturally
arises without an outside or inside. Having neither mindfulness nor distraction is the dharma of
confidence. Thus one gains certainty.
It says in No Letters:
Since there is no view, there is no basis to look at it.
Understand that in a state of the non-fabricated view.
It also says:
If one realizes the meaning of there being nothing to view,
Do not pass from the meaning of the view.
The view automatically does not exist. It is non-existent.
Abide within that state.
It is taught:
By recognizing in that way,
The meaning is self-abiding.
Elaboration is self-severed.
Characteristics are self-liberated.
By comprehending that, [one understands] cutting through. The fruit is self-complete.
Knowing one thing, all is liberated.
It says in the Reverberation of Sound:
Since self-awareness is free from all thoughts,
There are the four great modes of liberation.
Since there is primordial liberation, the ground is not repeated.
Since there is inherent liberation, there is no antidote.
Since there is naked liberation, the seen object fades away.
Since there is full liberation, there is no effort.
It also says:
If one's mind is liberated in that way,
One attains Buddhahood without the bardo.
Therefore such an introduction is very important!

!
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2. Instructions of Direct Crossing
These are understood from other sources.
These oral instructions of the introduction were given to the Ḍākinī Yeshe Tsogyal [by Guru
Padmasambhava]. May these meet with fortunate ones in the future!

Samaya Gya Gya Gya Ithi

!
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!,OJ$?-(R.-%R-3R.-3,:-PR=-[R%-;%?-28$?-?R;!
!

?!%R-2R-H2-2h=-.R/-IA-[R%-=-K$-:5=-=R;!!{=-w/-=3-.-:)$-0-=;!!$/.-GA-8=-$.3?2!/-0-/A-$*A?-=?;!!OJ$?-(R.-.%-,R.-c=-=R;!!.%-0R-/A;!!)A-v<-$%-8A%-YA.-0:A-(R?-,3?&.-o-(.-KR$?-z%-3J.-0;!!3-2&R?-lR=-12-;J-/?-V=-2:A-%R-2R-!-.$-$A-.R/;!!o.-=-gR$?0:A- $.A%- 3- ,R2- /- .R/- 3J.- .J;!![R%- $?=- =?;!!,J$- 0:A- (R?-i3?- %R- 2R<-mR$?;!!%R- 2R- (R?i3?-!/-IA-.R/;!!.J-3J.-5B$-?R$?-.R/-3J.-:I<;!!&J?-?R;!!.J-=-OJ$?-(R.-GA-$8A:A-.R/-)A-v2-28A/-%R-3R.-0-$=-(J-!J;!!.%-0R-gR$-0-l.-2&.-0-/A;!!?J3?-GA-%R-2R-!R%-0-&A%-;%-3-P2-0=?- $.%?-$- 5S$?-?- :(<- 2:A-U- 3R- :.A;!!!R%- $?=-.- 3- >J?- 0?- 2.$- :6B/- <%-o.-.- 8J/0?-:#R<-2<-:H3?-0-;A/-+J-2+$?-PR=-=?;!!YA.-0:A-l-2-2.$-:6B/-*A.;!!&J?-?R;!!.J:Al- 2- l.- 2&.- 0- /A;!!*J?- 2- $&A$- =- LJ.- ,R.- ,3?- &.- GA- }R /- .- =?- %$- ;A.- $?3- 0R- :.A- =?$8/- .- :PR- o- 3J.- 0?;!!=?- %$- ;A.- $?3- 0R- :.A:A- 3<- :#R<- 2<- :H3?- 3#/- .J- $%- ;A/;!!
;<- ?%?- o?- ,R2- 0<- :.R.- 0- .J- $%- $A?- :.R.;!!2.J- #$- $A- gJ/- ,3?- &.- $%- $A?- LJ.;!!=?%$-;A.-$?3-?R-?R-2?-LJ.-.3-5S$?-0-$&A$-0?-LJ.;!!2g$?-0?-LJ.-3#/-IA-l-2-?J3?-?,$- (R.- 0<- :I<- <R;!![R%- $?=- =?;!!*$- $&A$- :#R<- :.?-!/- IA- $8A;!!8J?- ?R;!!.J- /??J3?-GA-35%-24=-2-/A;!!LJ.-3#/-?J3?-?-:.$-/-?J3?-GA-$8A-:#R<-:.?-43-.-3-KJ-2:A$R%- /?- .%- 0R- ?J3?- :#R<- 2<- :H3?- 3#/- .J- $%- ;A/;!!??- 29R?;!!)A- v<- :H3?- 0- ;A/2g$?- 0?- .J- $%-/?- G%- fJ.- 0<- 3A- :I<- <R;!!3- +A$- UJ%- 2- =?;!!,R$- 3- *A.- GA- !- .$- =;!!
:O=-8J?-43-.-2eR.-0-3J.;!!.J-28A/-3-:O=-0-;%-&A;!!.J-KA<-:O=-0-$.R.-/?-.$;!!&J??R;!!.J- /?- L%- $/?- :PR- $?3- =- 2g$- 0- /A;!!.J- v<- $8A:A- 35%- 3- fJ.- G%;!!:#R<- :.?- ?:6B/-0:A-l-2-:.A-)A-YA.-.-2g$?-+J;!!KA-$R.-/%-2&.-=?-KA-/%-3$R-3)$-=-?R$?-0:A-$/?!
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$%- /?- L%- ;!!l- 2- &A- =?- *J?;!!.- v- $%- /- $/?;!!)A- v<- 2gJ/;!!,- 3- $%- /?- $%- .- :PR;!!
:$$?-0-;A/-/3-2g$?-0?-$%-/?-G%-3-L%-;!!$%-.-;%-3A-$/?;!!$%-.-;%-3A-:PR;!!lV=- :I<- 2- 3J.- 0:A- .R/- $R- 2<- :I<- <R;!!2+$?- PR=- =?;!!KA- /%-!/- 2g$?- ;J- !R%- PR=;!!
&J?- ?R;!!.J- v<- 2g$?- >A%- $8A$- LJ.- GA- >J?- 0- *A.- =- 2g$?- G%;!!<%- 28A/- 3- P2- 0?- h=43-;%-3A-fJ.;!!)A-v<-;%-3,R%-0?-<%-28A/-IA-!R%-0-l-V=-.-:.$-0?-2.$-:6B/-<%-?<PR=- 2:R;!!.J- v<- 2.$- :6B/- <%- ?<- PR=- 4- /- $9%- :6B/- YA.- l:A- i3- gR$- <%- ?<- PR=- 2?.0J<- /- l- 2- 2&.- 0:A- #R%- 0R- =- =R- :.2- %%- $A?- {3- 0- 28A/- /R;!!=%- =?;!!!/- $8A- i3- 0<.$- >J?- /;!!$8A- .R/- 3 %R/- I<- <%- ?<- PR=;!!&J?- ?R;!!.J- /?- i3- gR$- ?J3?- ?- %R- 3.- 0- /A;!!
<A$- 0:A- <%-l=- 3A- S/- .$- S/- :.A- =- ?J3?- 8J?- L- !J;!!<$?- 0- .%;!!U- 2- .%;!!=%- .- 32!/-0:A-gR$-0-U-3R-,3?-&.-<%-$%-<A$-0:A-:(<-5=-.-3-:.?-0-3J.-.J;!!.J-;%-%R-2R-<A$!R%-7=-0R-eJ?-3J.;!!<%-><-<%-PR=;!!%R-2R-!R%-$?=-=?-3-:.?-+J;!!o-35S-=?-_2?-$;R2:3;!!3#:- =- ?J<- 0- $;R- 2- 28A/- /R;!![R%- $?=- =?;!!?J3?- =?- S/- 2?3- <A$- 0:A- l=;!!
$%- >J?- .$- +- I<- 5.- !/;!!<A$- 0- *A.- =?- =R$?- /- 3J.;!!&J?- ?R;!!.J- /?- ?J3?- !R%- 0<- %R3.-0-/A;!!.J-v<-:UR-3#/-IA-?J3?-$8A-/?-3J.-.J-.J-v<-2g$?-0?-G%-%R-2R-:.A-;A/-2!/-o3A- fJ.- =;!!$?=- 43- <A$- 43- .- $%- ;%- .0J?- 35S/- .- 3J.;!!.%R?-?- 2!/- .- 3J.;!!5B$- $A?:.A- 8J?- 2!/-o- 3A- fJ.- .R;!!.0J<- /;!!:.?- 3-L?- 0:A- /3- 3#:- .%- :S- 2:A- L%- (2- ?J3?- GA(R?-*A.-=;!!$%-$A?-G%-35S/-.-3A-2+2-0:R;!!!o.-=?-G%-;!!:I-LJ.-*A.-=-5<-2v?-0?;!!
3- %%?- <%- PR=- ?J<- 2- :S;!!8J?- ?R;!!;A- $J- 3J.- 0- =?;!!<%- L%- ;J- >J?- GA- v- 2- =- .J.- 0:A;=-3J.-.J;!!}<-:.?-0-3J.-.R;!!KA?-:L%-2-3J.-.R;!!.-v<-$/?-0-;%-3J.-.R;!!=?-3J.-.R;!!
2$-($?-3J.-.R;!!3-<A$-0-3J.-.R;!!?J3?-3J.-.R;!!>J?-<2-3J.-.R;!!:#R<-2-3J.-.R;!!M-%/=?-:.?-0-3J.-.R;!!<A$-0-*A.-G%-;R%-0-3-;A/-+J;!!;J->J?-?-$%-2-$%-;%-3J.-.R;!!.J-,3?!
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&.-:6B/-0-3J.-0-=?-L%-%R;!!8J?-?R;!!.J-/?-!R%-0-$%-2<-%R-3.-0-/A;!!.J-v<-3J.-28A/-.l=- $%- &A<-;%- $%- 2?- !/- =- H2- 28A/- .- :I<- 2- 3J.- 0;!!o- 3- (.- 0;!!KR$?- ?- 3- z%- 2;!!
(R?- {:A- %R- 2R- *A.- .- 3- I<- 0- 3J.- &A%- &A<- ;%- $%- 2:R;!!o.- =?;!!:$$- 3J.-l=- /A- &A<- ;%:(<;!!!R%-$?=-<A$-&A%-:I<-2-3J.;!!&J?-?R;!!$%-!R%-$*A?-3J.-.-%R-3.-0-/A-.J-v<-$%-2,3?- &.- G%- o- nJ/- :.A- ;A/- 24=- 2?- 3A- fJ.- =;!!:.A- =- $%- L- 2- 3J.- .J- KR$?- <A?- 3J.- 0<?J3?- *A.- GA- [R%- .- 2h=- +J;!!$%- v<- $%- ;%- <%-$A- %R- 2R?- !R%- 0- o- 35S- /%- $A- $9:- {<- 28A/;J- /?- $%- !R%- $*A?- 3J.- .- $/?- 0:R;!!<%- ><- =?;!!$R.- 2&.- ;J- /?- !R%- 0- *A.;!!.R/- .3!/- mR2- $9$?- &/- /R;!!8J?- ?R;!!*A- ^- #- .R<- =?;!!.3A$?- 0?- $%- 2:A- ;=- i3?- =;!!<%28A/- 3J.- 0<- ??- gR$?- 0;!!:.A- =- $%- !R%- $*A?- ?- 3J.;!!&J?- ?R;!!$*A?- 3J.- <%- PR=- .- %R3.-0-/A;!!.R/-<%-L%-$A-<A$-0-$?=-!R%-$*A?-3J.-<%-PR=;!!?%?-o?-GA-.$R%?-0<-%R-3..J;!!<%-$A-<A$-0-.%R?-0R-.%-35/-3<-P2-0-3J.-.J;!!%R-2R-!R%-0-%R?-29%-3J.-0-:.A;!!(R?-{!/-+-29%-3R-;A/-/R;!!!R%-0-!R%-0<-K%-3-(.-0-!J;!!<%-?-/-?-=J-ZA$-$J-2-:.A-(R?-{-!/-+29%-3R-;A/-/R;!!.J-v<-$?=-!R%-$*A?-?-3J.-0:A-<%-L%-$A-;J->J?-.J-%R->J?-0?-/A-<%-<A$-3R?V=-(R?- GA-{<-PR=-=R;!!<A$-l=-:$$?-0-3J.-0-/A;!!=R%?-,R.-mR$?-0:A-{<-PR=-=R;!!&A<$%-<%-><-<%-PR=-.-%R->J?-0-/A-3=-0:A-{<-PR=-=R;!!/R<-2-U-2!R.-=?;!!mR$?-?%?-o?/A-<%-<A$-*A.;!!%R-2R-.?-$?3-:I<-2-3J.;!!&J?-?R;!!,=-:I<-=?;!!<%-?J3?-PR=-8J?-L2;!!$&A$- /?- $*A?- ?- ?R%- 2- 3J.;!!$%- $A?- PR=- 2- 3J.- 0:A- ?J3?;!!$8A- /?- mR$?- 0?- :PR:R%-3J.;!!2g$?-0?-3-fJ.-o-35/-3J.;!!$8A-l-3J.-0?-!R%-$?=-$/?;!!8J?-?R;!!.$-s<%- PR=- .- %R- 3.- .J;!!.J- v<- .$- s:A- i3- gR$- <%- PR=- ;J- >J?- GA- <R =- 0<- %R- 3.- 0- /A;!!/%- .$s:A- ?J3?- =- 3- ;J%?- 0<- 2v?- 0?- *R/- 3R%?- 0- 3- %%?- 0<- ;J- >J?- GA- %%- .- <%- .$- !J- PR=;!!
$+A-3$-/A-3A-gR$-0-!J;!!%R-2R-!R%-0-&A<-;%-3-P2-0-.J-=?-3-$;R?-0?;!!(R?-GA-.LA%?-GA-;J!
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>J?-?-<%-PR=;!!8J-#%-/A-$?=-2?-3J-=R%-v-2:A-;J->J?-?-<%-PR=;!!%-o=-/A-!/-=?-%-o=2?-+J;!!3*3-0-*A.-GA-;J->J?-$?=-!R%-.-<%-PR=;!!:.R.-($?-/A-3-:$$?-0:A-%R?-/?-?R?R<-gR$?-0:A-;J->J?-+J;!!2.J-!R%-.-<%-PR=;!!U$-.R$-/A-,R$?-h$?-3J.-0:A-%R?-/?-L-2-P20:A- ;J- >J?- ?- <%- PR=- 2:R;!!.J- v<- l- 2- *R/- 3R%?- 0- s- 0R- =?- *R/- 3R%?- 0- 2o.- OA- 28A- !R%- =?R$?- 0- ,3?- &.- <%- <A$- +- PR=- =R;!!l- 2-;J- >J?- s- =?;!!(R?- |R- 2o.- OA- 28A- !R%- .-IJ?- 0,3?- &.- $&A$- >J?- !/- =- 3#?- >A%- !/- >J?- $&A$- +- <%- PR=- 2:R;!![R%- $?=- =?;!!*$$&A$-:#R<-:.?-!/-IA-$8A;!!<%-L%-;J->J?-<%-=?-L%-;!!.J->J?-;J->J?-43-.-2eR.;!!&J??R;!!;%;!!$- 5S$?- <A$- 0:A- l=- ;A/- KA<;!!<A$- 0- !R%- 0- *A.- .- PR=;!!:2%?- .%- o=- 0R- )A28A/- /R;!!8J?- ?R;!!.J- /?- 5S $?- S$- <%- PR=- .- %R- 3.- 0- /A;!!.J- v<- 5S$?- S$- $A?- 2#?- 0:A;=-;=-&/-IA-$%-2-.%-;!!gR$-0-U-<$?-=-2v?-0?-<%-28A/-3J.-.J-/3-3#:-=-:):-5S/;=- 2- 28A/- PR=- =R;!!l- 2- $&A $- =?- 3A- :$$?- 0<- ?R- ?R<- ><- ;%- %R- 2R- <%- L%- $A- ;J- >J?- /33#:-v- 2- =?- $;R?- 0- 3J.- .J;!!:I- LJ.- <%- ?<- .$- +J- PR=- =R;!!*A- ^- #- .R<- =?;!!.3A$?0?- $%- 2:A- (R?- i3?- =;!!<%- 28A/- 3J.- 0<- ??- gR$?- 0;!!:.A- =- $%- !R%- $*A?- ?- 3J.;!!
5S$?- S$- 3- :$$?- z$- 0:R;!!8J?- ?R;!!.J- v<- 2?3- :.?- 2eR.- 3J.- GA- %%- /?- 3- ;J%?- 0<2v?- 0?- (R?- ?- :6B/- 0- ,3?- &.- =?- PR=- +J;!!$.R.- 3- /?- !- .$- $A- $8A<- <%- PR=- =R;!!.Jv<- gR$?- 0:A- .R/- =- ]R?- $+.- 0?- 2|R3- .- 3J.- .J;!!2|R3- 3A- 2|R3- IA- :6B/- 0- =?- <%- PR=- =R;!!
3-2|R3?-.R/-.%-3A-:V=-2<-$.A%-(R?-?R;!!<%-$A-%R-2R-<%-$?=-2?-i3-gR$-$A-$R?-0-3J.-.J;!!
,3?- &.- ;J- >J?- (J/- 0R:C- <R=- 0<- <%- PR=- =R;!!KA- /%- 3J.- 0<- ;J- >J?- (J/- 0R:C- :R.- .- <%- ><- +J;!!
S/- ;J%?- 3J.- 0<- $.J%- (R?;!!,$- (R.- 0:R;!!;A- $J- 3J.- 0- =?;!!v- 2- 3J.- 0?- .J- =- v- o- 3J.;!!
v-2-L<-3J.-%%-.->J?-0<-L;!!8J?-.%;!!.J-v<-2v<-3J.-GA-.R/-gR$?-/;!!v-2:A-.R/-=?-3A:.:R;!!v-2-%%-$A?-3J.-.J-;R.-0-3-;A/;!!.J:A-%%-.-$/?-0:R;!!8J?-?R;!!.J-v<-%R->J?-0?;!!
!
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.R/- <%- $/?;!!4R?- 0- <%- (R.;!!35/- 3- <%- PR=;!!&J?- #R%- .- (.- 0?- <A$- 0- OJ$?- (R.;!!
:V?-2-<%-mR$?;!!$&A$->J?-!/-PR=;!!,=-:I<-=?;!!<%-<A$-gR$-0-!/-V=-2?;!!PR==$?- (J/- 0R- 28A- .%- 2&?;!;J- /?- PR=- 2?- 2*<- $8A- 3J.;!!%%- $A?- PR=- 2?- $*J/- 0R- 3J.;!!
&J<- IA?- PR=- 2?- 3,R%- ?<- ;=;!!;R%?- ?- PR=- 2?- :2.- lR=- 3J.;!!&J?- ?R;!!;%- .J- *A.- =?;!!
.J- v<- <%- ?J3?- PR=- I<- /;!!2<- .R- 3J.- 0<- ?%?- o:R;!!8J?- ?R;!!.J- v<- %R- 3R.- 0- $=- (J:R;!!
$*A.- 0-,R.- c=-IA-OA.- ;A$- $8/- .- >J?- ?R;!!%R- 3R.- GA- 8=- $.3?- DLA- ;J- >J?- 35S- o=- =$.3?-0;!!3-:R%?-=?-&/-&A$-.%-:U.-0<->R$;!!?-3-;;!!o-o-o;!!t;

!
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